Sales Bulletin

IQF Industry

Dear Customers,
Yamato offers the worldwide bestselling multihead weigher specially designed for the weighing of frozen food.
We are preferred business partner not only due to the ingenious features of our machines but also due to the excellent
service before and after the purchase of the equipment.
Confidence, production reliability and quality are the basis of our cooperation with you!
As follows we present you two multihead weighers which are recognized as the best solution for weighing
of frozen food.
You will be convinced by our transparent and customer-friendly concept. Our offer contents: extension of the
manufacturer warranty* up to five years, trade-in of old machines, and many other convenient conditions.
These beneficial terms should help you to come to the right buying decision. In cooperation with you, our sales
consultants will design the required packaging solution in order to meet the special requirements of your production
process.
We look forward to hearing from you!

The trendsetter for the IQF-Industry with an excellent
price-performance ratio
YAMATO DATAWEIGH® ADW-714SV in dimple plate
interactive control module RCU810A
easy operation
additional functions (mixing, counting, data acquisition)
higher operational speed and higher accuracy
loss of product reduction
quick return on investment
impressive reliability
robust design and longevity
IP 65 compliant

Our latest development for the highest aspirations in performance
YAMATO DATAWEIGH® ADW-O-1214S in dimple plate
In addition, our new generation of weighers offers such further features as:
innovative digital load cell
30% less weighing time
improved weighing accuracy
newly designed center column and weighing buckets
less product deposit
minimization of downtime due to cleaning
IP 67 compliant
highest hygiene standards
interactive control module RCU1000
quick and easy set-up of new programs
autonomous optimization of running programs
Green Technology
60% less power consumption

For further information please see www.yamatoscale.com

* Extended manufacturer warranty: € 4,720 per year (plus VAT)
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